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ABSTRACT
In music education, an important learning objective is to acquire a
sense of rhythm and melody, e.g., by tapping or singing along to a
musical performance. In this context, music games are becoming
increasingly popular due to their accessibility and interactivity.
However, existing games are often tailored to a specific musical
repertoire. In this paper, we will explore the potential of music
information retrieval (MIR) algorithms for generating dynamic
game worlds that are reactive to musical input in real-time, e.g.,
to music from a stereo system or a live performance. Such games
may be used to explore musical performances in an interactive and
playful way. As a case study, we therefore developed a jump-and-
run game prototype that challenges players to tap along the beat
of the music in their environment. Its music-reactive game world
relies on past and predicted beat positions estimated by a real-time
beat tracking algorithm.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Musical education lays the foundation for music literacy already
at an early age. With basic tasks like clapping along to the beat or
singing simple melodies, children are encouraged to actively expe-
rience musical performances. However, when practicing at home
without direct feedback from a teacher, it is sometimes difficult
to stay motivated. Music games have become a promising com-
plement to music lessons since they constitute an accessible and
playful way to learn. Indeed, educational music games have shown
a positive effect on the musical skills of their players [8]. Such
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games often use algorithms from music information retrieval (MIR)
to analyze the user input. For example, MIR algorithms for beat
tracking and fundamental frequency (F0) estimation have been used
in rhythm training [1, 6, 10] or singing games [5, 9], respectively.
However, except for an experimental study [4], most games rely on
pre-generated game worlds tailored to a fixed musical repertoire. In
this paper, we will explore the potential of real-time MIR algorithms
for dynamically generating game worlds. The underlying idea is
that the game world reacts to the music in the player’s environment,
may it be their favorite song on the radio or a live performance. In
this way, the game enables players to interact with their musical
environment in an interactive and playful way while improving
their musical skills. In an experimental case study, we developed
a jump-and-run game prototype for rhythm training called “Rock
Your Beats” where the player needs to tap along the estimated beat
of a musical performance. The game uses an existing real-time
beat tracking algorithm [7] that estimates the current beat of the
recorded music and provides a prediction of future beat positions.
By visualizing a buffer that contains past, current, and future beat
positions, our game world provides orientation and guidance to
players for tapping along with the beat.

In the remainder of this paper, we will first explain the real-time
beat tracking algorithm (Section 2) and subsequently describe our
game prototype (Section 3). Finally, we will summarize our findings
and outline future work (Section 4).

2 REAL-TIME BEAT TRACKING
Beat tracking is a long-studied task in the field of MIR [2]. In the
following, we will focus on the approach based on predominant
local pulse (PLP), which was first introduced by Grosche et al. [3].
PLP is a method for computing local pulse information from music
recordings, assuming that the beat positions correspond to the note
onsets of the music. To this end, the PLP algorithm analyzes the
musical input signal to estimate possible note onset candidates
encoded by a novelty function that measures spectral changes over
time. Note onsets typically go along with beat positions that are
periodically spaced when there is a prominent rhythm in the music.
To account for this, one compares local sections of the novelty func-
tion with windowed sinusoidal kernels that optimally match the
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Figure 1: Real-Time PLP buffer and world generation of the game “Rock Your Beats.” (A) Real-Time PLP buffer with an unstable
beat. (B) Real-Time PLP buffer with a stable beat. (C) Empty game world with a rock (black squared element). (D) Game world
with a rock (black squared element) hitting moving beat creatures (blue rounded elements).

local tempo structure of the music signal. These optimal pulse ker-
nels get overlap-added over time to form a continuous PLP function,
where each peak represents a beat candidate. A stable tempo results
in constructive interference between successive kernels, resulting
in higher peaks in the PLP function. A change in tempo results in a
varying distance between the peaks of the PLP function.

This PLP algorithm has been adapted to support real-time beat
tracking [7], which forms the basis for this work. In the real-time
case, the PLP function is calculated in a buffer with a total size
of about 4-8 seconds that is constantly updated to represent the
current beat structure of the music (see Fig. 1A and B). The center of
the PLP buffer is always aligned with the current point in time (𝑡 = 0
seconds). The left half of the buffer contains the pulse structure of
the last three seconds based on the current data. The right half of
the buffer extrapolates the pulse structure to the following three
seconds, thus predicting future beat positions. The predictions are
particularly helpful for generating music-reactive game worlds, as
we demonstrate in Section 3. As time progresses, the data within the
buffer flows from the right (future) to the left (past) and is shifted
each time the buffer is updated at a given frame rate. The PLP buffer
can be used to derive additional information about the beat and
tempo of the analyzed music signal:

• The primary task of a real-time beat tracker is to determine
whether or not there is a beat detected at the current time frame.
As soon as a peak intersects the read position (in our example
the buffer center illustrated by the red line in Fig. 1B), a beat is
detected. Note that latency in both signal processing and user
interaction can be problematic in such a time-critical application.
To compensate for latency, one may shift the read position a few
frames to the right from the buffer center to detect beats earlier.

• A tempo estimate can be derived from the period of the PLP
function, as shown by the black arrow in Fig. 1B. In particular,
the current tempo is the inverse of the time interval between the
current beat and the next peak position.

• The PLP buffer also gives information about the beat stability
of the music. Low amplitude values of the peaks in the PLP
function represent an unstable beat (Fig. 1A), high amplitude
values represent a stable beat structure (Fig. 1B). For further
details, we refer to [3, 7].

3 MUSIC-REACTIVE GAMEWORLD
GENERATION

In the following, we show how the real-time beat tracking algorithm
from Section 2 can be used for generating music-reactive game
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worlds. To this end, we have developed a prototype jump-and-run
game named “Rock Your Beats”, which is illustrated in Fig. 1C and
D. The goal for the player is to tap along to the beat of music
in the environment (e.g., by pressing a button on a touch screen
or keyboard) and thereby hitting moving “beat creatures” with a
dropping rock located in the center of the game world. Each beat
creature represents one beat, and one point is awarded for each hit.

The gameworld is generated on the fly frommusic in the player’s
environment by using a microphone signal as the input of the real-
time PLP algorithm as described in Section 2. The center of the
game world (the rock) represents the current point in time and
thus relates to the center of the PLP buffer. The beat creatures are
placed at the peak positions of the PLP function and therefore move
from the right (future) to the left (past), crossing the player position
in sync with the beat of the music. If no stable beat structure is
detected in the input signal, the peaks of the PLP function have a
rather low amplitude, as illustrated in Fig. 1A. If this amplitude is
below a certain stability threshold, no beat creatures are created
in the game world (see Fig. 1C). As a consequence, beat creatures
only appear if music with a stable beat is played in the player’s
environment. The time range that is visually represented in the
game (the game window) can have the length of the PLP buffer (at
maximum), but can be chosen smaller to avoid the visualization
of inaccurate beat predictions in the distant future. The size of
the game window also determines how much visual support the
player gets, and makes it possible to adapt to smaller devices such
as smartphones.

Real-time game world generation with MIR algorithms has sev-
eral advantages. First of all, it encourages players to think about the
music in their surroundings, which to some degree counteracts the
cliché of disconnecting from the real world by playing computer
games. If there is no music playing around the player, there are no
points to be awarded. Furthermore, through the displayed future
beat positions, the player not only has to feel the beat, but can also
see it through the game. This visual guidance could be interesting
especially in a music education setting so that children can playfully
learn how to interact with the beats of their favorite music and
train their rhythmic timing.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we showed how real-time MIR algorithms can be
used for generating music-reactive game worlds with the example
of a jump-and-run style game for rhythm training based on beat
tracking. The real-time approach allows players to explore the beat
of the music in their environment interactively. With regard to
the future, we are planning to expand our prototype by employing
other MIR algorithms that enable further adaptation of the game
world to the musical contents, e.g., by recognizing the melody or
using real-time F0 estimation. In this way, more advanced game
mechanics are conceivable, where a player may have to sing one of
the pitches in the currently sounding musical scale to reach a goal.
Such a game would further encourage creative engagement with
the musical surroundings, being adaptable to different skill levels
and accounting for different musical dimensions.
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